
 

 

HOUSEWORK 

(THE DO’S AND DON’T’S) 

 

VACUUMING AND MOPPING FLOORS 

 
 DO use a longer pipe so you can keep as upright as possible 
 DON’T do the whole house in one go! Regularly break; stand up straight and stretch 
 DO use your whole body with the pushing movement, especially your legs 
 DON’T do all the movement with your shoulders 
 DO move your feet to get closer to the areas you are cleaning and keep a wide base of 

support 
 DON’T do large uncontrolled movements; keep them within an easy range 
 DO bend your knees when moving furniture out of the way and try to get help 

whenever possible. Try to limit how much you have to bend your back  
 DON’T pull the furniture to move it. Push it wherever possible 
 DO try to avoid twisting your back too much 

SCRUBBING FLOORS 

 DO bend your knees and even kneel down when you are doing a large area. Use 

kneeling pads to protect your knees 

MAKING THE BED 

 DO move around to each side of the bed to straighten and tuck in each side 

 DON’T lean over the bed to reach the other side 

 DO bend your knees in to a crouch to tuck in the sheets 

 DON’T overextend your back in an attempt to throw the sheets or doona over the bed 

 DO use a doona rather than blankets as they are lighter 

 DON’T change all the beds on the same day. Try to spread this task out 

CLEANING THE BATH 

 DO use spray and leave cleaners for the bath, rather than having to scrub endlessly 

 DON’T lean over the bath to clean it – kneel down beside it or climb into it 



 

WASHING THE DISHES 

 DO try to stand up straight when washing the dishes 

 DON’T twist your body from side to side when doing the dishes – instead transfer your 

weight through your legs 

 DO bend your knees, not your back, when loading or unloading the dishwasher 

 DON’T rely on balance to load and unload the dishwasher (or washing machine) – hold 

on to the side of the machine for support 

LAUNDRY 

 DO bend your knees when picking up the laundry basket 

 DON’T lean over the dryer or washing machine to load or unload it, and only put in or 

pull out a few items at a time 

 DO use the machines to lean on for support when bending and unloading the 

machines 

 DO lower or raise your washing line to shoulder height when hanging out the washing 

 DON’T lean over the ironing board. Make sure you adjust it to the correct height before 

ironing anything! 

DUSTING AND GENERAL CLEANING 

 DO use a lightweight feather duster with extendible arms to reach higher places 

 DON’T spend too long dusting overhead at any one time – try to change your working 

height regularly 

 DO bend your knees when dusting or cleaning lower areas or surfaces 

 DON’T reach across furniture to clean it; move your feet so you are as close to the 

object as possible 

 DO move your feet to avoid twisting movements or bending back, especially when 

cleaning surfaces 

BENCH AND STORAGE HEIGHTS 

 DO move close to the work surface to avoid straining forward 

 DON’T reach down without bending your knees or stretch up without standing on a 

stool to assist you 


